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Abstract. For decades, IS researchers have discussed the reliability of subjective
measurements to assess actual artifact usage. Especially in experimental settings,
as in the design science context for instance, the participants’ usage data of the
evaluated artifact represents an important point of analysis. However, collecting
objective usage data, (i.e. logfiles) is often not feasible depending on the artifact.
In this paper, we present the theoretical grounding of collecting cognitive artifact
usage data using eye-tracking technology. Grounded in immediacy and eye-mind
assumption the participants’ artifact fixations are used as objective usage
measurement. The question remains if in comparison, the collection of subjective
(e.g. perceptual) usage data is sufficient and reliable for such experiments. The
results of our comparative analysis indicate that researchers could use subjective
measurements when comparing different artifact designs and should rely on
objective measurements when testing the effect of an artifact compared to a
control group without artifacts.
Keywords: Artifact, eye-tracking technology, laboratory experiments, objective
usage, subjective usage.

1

Introduction

The use of information technology (IT) by individuals remains the variable of
interest in the information systems (IS) field and has been recognized as a key element
of the missing link from IT investments to business value [1, 2]. The question if a certain
IT artifact is used or not and which outcomes are related to the IT usage, has been
subject of investigation in numerous experiments in IS research. In general, there are
two possible approaches for measuring usage: subjective or objective measurements
[3]. Already in 1989, Fred Davis concluded that “not enough is currently known about
how accurately self-reports reflect actual behavior” [4: p. 334] and still, more than 25
years later, there is an ongoing debate on the reliability of self-reported, subjective
usage measurements.
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Overall, there is a strong tendency that subjective data is no fully reliable
approximation of objective data in the research discourse [5]. Still, there are
inconsistent results that argue for the reliability of subjective usage [6, 7].
The primary objective of experiments in the design science research (DSR) [8]
context is the investigation if certain effects occur while participants use an IT artifact
(we use the term artifact to subsume the terms artifact / treatment / intervention) [9]. In
DSR, the usage of the evaluated artifact in the experiment is an important information
that requires special attention [10]. Within an experimental setting, researchers can
collect subjective data (e.g. by asking the participants on their artifact’s usage in a
questionnaire) or objective data (e.g. by recording the participants’ interaction with the
artifact using a screen cam). In most experimental settings, the participants actively use
the artifact, from a human-computer interaction (HCI) point of view, for example, by
clicking on a button or scrolling on a website. In such experimental settings, assessing
the participants’ objective usage is easy. For an overview on objective use
measurements in experiments see Eckhardt et al. [3].
In contrast to this, there are experimental settings in which the participants do not
actively use the artifact (e.g. clicking a button) during the experiment, but use it from a
cognitive point of view. One example is the provision of a textual explanation [11] (as
the actual artifact) in an experimental application. The participants can read these
explanations during the experiment and use the provided textual information without
any active interactions with the computer. Rather, the participants read the information,
store it in their memory, and use it, for example, to process the experimental task. We
define this as cognitive artifact usage; the user interacts with the artifact only by
viewing at it and processing the provided information, for example, text or images,
cognitively. Due to missing direct human-computer interactions with the artifact (e.g.
by counting click rates), the logging of such objective usage data is more difficult.
However, in most cases, it is important to know if and to which extent the participants
used the artifact during the experiment to assess its effect or impact. In such
experimental settings, researchers often rely on subjective usage data, because
objectively measuring such cognitive artifact usage is difficult.
A possibility to address this shortcoming is the utilization of eye-tracking
technology. Eye-tracking technology enables researchers to measure the participants’
eye movements on the screen and thus, allow an objective measurement of the users’
cognitive artifact usage. According to the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind
assumption [12], researchers can infer the participants’ current cognitive activity based
on their current glance on the computer. The following example shall illustrate this
assumption: While looking at a picture in a gallery, the individual most likely also
thinks about the picture and thus, cognitive processes take place. Consequently, eyetracking technology enables researchers to derive the participants’ current cognitive
activity by recording their eye fixations during the experiment. However, the utilization
of eye-tracking technology in experiments today is still rather expensive from both, a
financial and an effort point of view, compared to gathering subjective data using a
survey. Thus, gathering subjective usage data is less effort. Considering the ongoing
debate on subjective vs. objective measurement, the question remains if subjective
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measurement data is reliable for assessing cognitive artifact usage in laboratory
experiments as formulated:
Do subjective measurements reliably approximate objective measurements with
respect to cognitive artifact usage in laboratory experiments?
Our research contributes to the ongoing debate if subjective usage measurements are
a reliable approximation for objective usage measurements in laboratory experiments.
We provide insights from our DSR laboratory experiment and discuss under which
conditions the application of subjective measurements is sufficient and when objective
measurements are required based on our experiment data. From a methodological point
of view, we present the theoretical baseline for objectively measuring cognitive artifact
usage in laboratory experiments with eye-tracking technology, grounded in the
immediacy assumption and the eye-mind assumption [12]. We demonstrate how to
apply eye-tracking technology for measuring and analyzing objective artifact usage. In
addition, our findings contribute to the IT usage research stream as they provide an
example under which conditions subjective usage measurements can be applied.

2

Theoretical Foundations and Related Work

2.1

Information Systems

Researchers conduct experiments to evaluate if the usage of a certain artifact results
in the proposed effect or not. There are two types of usage measurements within
experimental setting, participants report their subjective usage, or researchers measure
the usage objectively during the experiment. Wu and Du [13], based on a
comprehensive literature review on IS usage research, discuss two different types of
subjective usage types: reported usage and assessed usage. The researchers argue that
the key difference between reported usage and assessed usage is the application of
ordinal scales for the measurement. Reported usage indicates the “users-reported
amount of time or number of times of using a system.” [13: p. 683] In contrast to this,
assessed usage “refers to the ordinal-scale-measured intensity and extent of using a
system.” [13: p. 683] For the remainder of the paper, we refer to subjective usage for
both type of usage types.
Using subjective (reported and assessed) usage measurements can result in nonreliable data and distorted results, due to possible common method biases [7, 14]. There
is an ongoing debate whether subjective usage is a reliable approximation for objective
usage. When talking about artifact usage in experiments, the whole stream on IS usage
research is important to consider. Before summarizing a selection of findings on the
subjective vs. objective usage debate, we shortly address the construct system usage
itself. In decades of IS usage research there is few “in-depth, theoretical assessment of
the construct” [15: p. 228], until it was re-conceptualized by Burton-Jones and Straub
[15]. The researchers propose six measures for system usage ranging from very lean to
very rich, enabling researchers to provide more insights in the applied usage construct.
Straub et al. [7] also discuss the assessment of system usage and the comparability of
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subjective and objective system usage. They found, in contrast to their expectations,
that both types of usage measurements are not strongly correlated to each other [7].
In a repetition of the study by Straub et al. [7], Barnett et al. [6] found a stronger
relationship between the subjective and objective system usage. Their analysis reveals
a correlation between the perceived and objective usage, ranging from r = 0.38 to 0.43
[6]. The researchers conclude their article with a suggestion to consider the context of
the study when deciding which type of usage measurements to apply. Barnett et al. [6]
suggest to apply objective data when the actual usage is connected to the dependent
variable (such as performance) and subjective data when general insights are required
[6: p. 81]. In the discussion of their empirical results, Burton-Jones and Straub [15] also
shortly address the question when to use subjective and objective measures. They
suggest objective usage “to measure the system and task aspects of usage” and
subjective usage (such as questionnaires) “to measure user states such as cognitions or
emotions during usage”. [15: p. 243]
2.2

Psychology

Investigating the discrepancy between self-reported and actual behavior has a
tradition in experimental psychology and is related to the debate on usage behavior in
IS research. There is evidence that participants are unaware of many biases in their
choices resulting in questioning the reliability of subjective behavior compared to
objective behavior [16]. One stream of research in this discipline further addresses
introspective information and the reliability of such subjective data for decades. The
reliability of subjective data measurements depends on the applied methods. Verbal
reports for instance, can be accurate and a significant reflection of the objective
behavior, if the introspective information is relevant to the current task and available in
the participants’ short-term memory [17, 18]. Thus, introspection can only access
cognitive representation kept in the participants’ working memory [17]. Other
information influences the participants’ introspective information. Studies revealed, the
participants subjective measurements can be influenced by the perceived difficulty of
the task [19] or subjects’ own motor responses [20].
2.3

Human-Computer Interaction

In contrast to these supportive findings on a correlation between subjective and
objective usage data in psychology, there are also non-supportive results. Analyzing
participants’ mobile application usage, Reuver and Bouwman [5] found no correlation
between subjective and objective usage measurements. Moreover, they discuss the
possibility of type I and type II errors when relying on subjective measurements alone
[5]. All in common, in the aforementioned usage studies is the participants’ active
interaction with the system, for example, Straub et al. [7] investigate voice mail usage
and Reuver and Bouwman [5] investigate mobile applications use. In such settings, the
objective artifact’s usage measurement is possible, for example, by using logging
functionality within the applications.
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This is not possible for assessing the artifacts’ usage without some sort of direct
human-computer interaction, for example, clicking on a certain button. An example of
such a setting is the provision of an explanation within the experiment’s application,
which is always present and there is no activity by the participants required to make the
explanation visible. The participant can read the explanation or not, there is no
possibility to log this reading process within the experiment’s application. The
participant is looking at the explanation, reading it, and cognitively processing the
provided information. Eye-tracking technology enables researchers to capture this
reading or looking process by recording the participants’ eye movements on the screen
[21, 22]. This is grounded in the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind assumption
proposed by Just and Carpenter [12, 22]. The immediacy assumption “is that a reader
tries to interpret each content word of a text as it is encountered.” [12: p. 330] The eyemind assumption “is that the eye remains fixated on a word as long as the word is being
processed.” [12: p. 330]
Eye-tracking technology is also used for quite some years in HCI research [23] and
psychological research [21, 24–26]. Several studies showed the linkage between the
humans’ eye movements and their attention [22, 24]. With respect to this research, we
focus on this very link between eye fixations and attention, since the link between
fixations and cognitive processing lies beyond the scope of this article. Although
research in the field of cognitive psychology regards eye-fixations also as
approximation for cognitive processing [24]. Eye-tracking technology is, for example,
used to investigate eye movements in reading and information processing research [24,
25]. In a recent study, the participants’ subjective report of eye fixations was compared
to the objectively measured fixations using eye-tracking technology [27]. In this study,
the participants were able to report at least a subset of their eye movements.
Nevertheless, the researchers also identified false reported eye movements [27]. In line
with the results on subjective vs. objective usage measurements [6], there is the
potential for subjective measurements to be a reliable approximation for objective
measurements, but it depends on the study context and applied methods. The eyetracking technology provides researchers “quantitative and qualitative measures of
observers’ subjective reports and reveal experimental effects of visual search that
would otherwise be inaccessible.” [27: p. 1] Depending on the experimental setting,
participants might not be able to provide a justification for their own decisions [28] and
thus, eye-tracking technology can be used to obtain objective data [21].

3

Hypothesis development

Summarizing the brief presentation of the ongoing discussion on subjective vs.
objective usage measurement, there are findings supporting a correlation [6, 7] and
findings rejecting a correlation [5]. In line with the supportive findings, we assume that
a reliable rating of the participants’ cognitive artifact usage in a laboratory experiment
is possible. In such a setting, the participants use the artifact cognitively, for example,
by reading or viewing at it, based on the eye-mind assumption [12]. We assume these
cognitive processes are stored within their short-term memory. According to the
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immediacy assumption [12], participants should be able to recall their recently
conducted activities. Thus, when asking the participants immediately after the
experiment, their activities during the course of the experiment should be available in
their short-term memory. This relationship is additionally grounded in research on
introspective information [17, 18]. Thus, we argue the participants’ perception of their
artifact usage should be possible. We propose that the subjective artifact usage is a
reliable measurement in experimental settings with cognitive artifact use. Summarizing
our assumptions, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis: Subjective measurements are positively related to objective
measurements of cognitive artifact usage in laboratory experiments.
For testing this hypothesis, we consider the objective artifact usage as the reliable
measurement. We test if there is a significant positive relationship between the
subjective perceptions of artifact usage and its objective measurements. This would
indicate that the perceived usage measurements are a reliable approximation for the
objective usage measurements as tested in several other studies [5–7]. In order to
prevent possible type I and II errors [5], we also test for a relationship between the
perceived artifact’s usage and the objective usage of other applications used in the
experiment. This test is required in order to ensure that the participants’ subjective
measurement, their introspective information, only reflects the artifact’s usage and not
the usage of other applications. Next, we describe the experimental setup for testing our
hypothesis.

4

Experimental setup

We test our hypothesis in the context of an experiment on the effect of providing
textual and visual explanations [11] to support individuals’ process execution. The
experiment itself is part of a DSR project aiming to design an assistance system [29] to
support users’ process knowledge and process execution performance [30]. In the
experiment, we simulated an IT ticketing process and tested if the explanations’
provision by the assistance system has the intended effects on the users. The
participants had to handle eight IT requests (e.g. create a new user account or purchase
of hardware) provided by a simulated email client in a simulated ticketing system
according to the specified ticketing process. This ticketing process is a simplified
version of a real-world organizational ticketing process adapted from the DSR project’s
case company. The applications used in the experiment (see Figure 2) are simplified
versions of the case company’s applications used to handle their ticketing processes.
One week before the experiment, the participants received a training on the
experimental ticketing process and applications. They also received the documentation
and we asked them to study it in detail.
The participants in the experiment are students (bachelor and master level) from a
large German university and we randomly assigned them to one of three groups. We
developed two versions of the assistance system as treatments. In both versions, the
assistance system is depicting the sequence of the ticketing process steps supporting the
participants with its execution. Moreover, the “advanced treatment” additionally
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provides textual explanations [11] for each of the process steps. In the following, the
group “advanced treatment” refers to the group receiving the advanced assistance
system, the group “basic treatment” refers to the group receiving the basic version of
the assistance system (without the additional textual explanations). We decided to test
two assistant systems with varying amount of text to control for possible differences in
the participants usage behavior. The control group received an empty assistance system
only stating that the participants should process the emails according to the process
specifications. The usage of the assistance systems was voluntary for the participants,
but the provided information supported the execution of the experiment’s tasks. We
refer to the email client, ticket system, and service catalog as the “experiment’s
applications” in the reminder of the paper.
To anonymize the paper, we renamed the assistance system to “ARTIFACTNAME”.
In the experiment, the training upfront, and in the survey afterwards, the assistance
system had a dedicated name enabling the participants to identify, distinguish, and
remember it when reporting their subjective usage. We measured the subjective usage
perceptions by two self-developed questions on 7-point Likert scale (intervals in arrow
brackets), adapted from the subjective usage measures applied by Davis [4]:
Question use 1:

I used the ARTIFACTNAME in the experiment
<strongly disagree – strongly agree>

Question use 2:

In the experiment, I used the ARTIFACTNAME
<never – very frequently>

We used Tobii X2-30 eye tracker and the software Tobii Studio for recording the
experiment’s sessions. Eye-trackers by Tobii are used in many research domains and
Tobii is one of the market leaders of eye-tracking technology world-wide [31]. The eyetracker recorded the participants’ eye movements with a frequency of 30 Hz. Thus,
every 33ms the participants’ eye fixation and position on the screen, for example, was
measured and stored with the timestamp by Tobii Studio. In addition, the experiment’s
sessions were screen-recorded. The resulting videos as well as the collected data was
analyzed subsequently. Following Figure 1 depicts a screenshots of the recorded
sessions and the highlighted eye movements of the participants (red dots and lines)
based on the collected data by Tobii Studio. The diameter of the red dot indicates the
duration of the participants’ eye fixation at the certain point on the screen and the red
lines indicate the movement of the participants’ eyes on the screen. Such a visualization
of the participants’ eye movements and fixation durations supports researchers to
reconstruct the participants’ behavior during the experiment. The screenshot shows a
participant with the “advanced treatment” providing the sequence of the ticketing
process and the additional explanations for each process step. Please note, to anonymize
this paper, the artifact name (top right) and the image of the participant (top left) was
blurred.
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Figure 1: Screenshots of experiment recordings

Within Tobii Studio, we defined four areas of interest (AoI), for the experimental
applications (see Figure 2). The software analyzes the recordings and provides the
participants’ fixation counts for each AoI. We used these fixation counts as objective
usage measurements grounded by the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind
assumption [12].

Figure 2: Experimental applications and AoIs

Following Burton-Jones and Straub [15], both usage measurements address the
“extent of use” and refer to the second type of measurement richness [15]. Please note
we do not discuss the experiment’s actual measurements and results here, as we focus
on the question whether subjective usage measurements are a reliable approximation of
objective usage measurements. However, during the experiment we controlled for the
intended effect of the assistance systems and the results indicate a positive effect of
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both assistance systems compared to the control group. Next, we present the analysis
of the participants’ subjective and objective usage in the experiment.

Analysis

5

In total, 118 students participated in the experiment, 29 females and 89 males with
an average age of 21.81 years (standard deviation = 2.31 years). Table 1 contains the
mean values and standard deviations of the total fixations, time, and the survey data for
the three experimental groups.
We applied a Shapiro-Wilk test [32] to test if our data follow a normal distribution.
All measurements, except for three measures, are not normally distributed, thus referred
to non-parametric statistical tests for the data analysis. The mean values of the total
fixations indicate a similar usage of the email client, ticket system, and service catalog
among the three groups. The artifact’s usage varied strongly between the three groups.
The highest mean usage, both subjective and objective, has the “advanced treatment”
group with a mean count of 2417.97 fixations that equals to 80.59s compared to a mean
fixation count of 356.80 fixations or 11.89s of the control group.
Table 1. Mean values and standard deviation of the total fixations, time, and survey data

Group

n

Advanced
treatment

39

Basic
treatment

38

Control

41

1

AoI –
Artifact1
mean
SD
mean
SD
mean
SD

2417.97
3141.65
1148.60
1071.33
356.80
297.07

Objective
measurement
AoI AoI AoI Email
Ticket
Service
1
1
client
system
catalog1
6221.92 5634.18 2520.97
1991.18 1905.30 1107.07
6357.26 6176.66 2637.37
2598.87 2363.80 1704.95
6899.10 6115.24 2238.24
2101.68 2188.53 1312.69

Subjective
measurement
Time2

Survey Use 13

Survey Use 23

715.90
288.61
753.41
307.86
684.96
195.76

4.41
1.85
3.97
2.11
2.76
1.98

4.03
1.91
3.50
2.01
2.54
1.91

measured in fixations | 2 measured in seconds | 3 measured on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 to 7

As expected, the treatment groups’ usage is higher than the control group’s usage.
In order to gain deeper insights, we calculated the fixations per minutes for the four AoI
and visualized them in boxplots (see Figure 3). The results indicate a similar usage of
the ticket system and the service catalog among the three groups. Surprisingly, we
found a significant difference for the email client usage (measured in fixations per
minute) between the “advanced treatment” group and the control group (p-value =
0.016) as well as between the “basic treatment” group and the control group (p-value =
0.012).
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Figure 3. Participants' fixations per minute

The analysis of the artifact’s fixations per minute reveals a similar result. For both
treatment groups there is a significant difference compared to the control group (both
p-values < 0.001). Next, we test for the positive correlation between the objective usage
and the subjective usage with the Spearman Rho test [33, 34]. Table 2 contains the Rho
values of the correlation tests and the correlations’ significance.
Table 2. Correlations between objective and subjective usage (means)
Complete dataset
AoI-A
AoI
Artifact
Survey Use 1
Survey Use 2

AoI-E

AoI-T

Advanced treatment group
AoI-S

AoI-A

AoI-E

AoI-T

AoI-S

1.00 *** 0.46 *** 0.59 ***

0.30 **

1.00 *** 0.66 ***

0.78 ***

0.43 **

0.52 ***

0.24 **

0.28 **

0.19 *

0.68 ***

0.49 **

0.62 ***

0.44 **

0.48 ***

0.24 **

0.26 **

0.21 *

0.60 ***

0.45 **

0.50 **

0.46 **

AoI-S

AoI-A

AoI-E

Basic treatment group
AoI-A

AoI-E

AoI-T

Control group

AoI
1.00 *** 0.57 *** 0.60 *** 0.45 ** 1.00 *** 0.40 **
Artifact
Survey 0.64 *** 0.44 **
0.36 *
0.25 n.s.
0.00 n.s.
0.02 n.s.
Use 1
Survey 0.59 *** 0.38 *
0.36 *
0.21 n.s.
0.03 n.s.
0.13 n.s.
Use 2
AoI-A = AoI artifact | AoI-E = AoI email client | AoI-T = AoI ticket system |
AoI-S = AoI service catalog
*** p < 0.001 | ** p < 0.01 | * p < 0.05 | n.s. p > 0.05

AoI-T

AoI-S

0.60 ***

0.07 n.s.

0.07 n.s.

-0.08 n.s.

0.12 n.s.

0.01 n.s.

The test reveals a correlation between the treatments’ objective usage (AoITreatment) and the subjective usage measurements (Use1 and Use2) for the complete
dataset, the “advanced treatment” group, and the “basic treatment” group. The
correlation test for the control group reveals no correlation between the perceived and
objective usage measurements. In addition, we tested for a correlation between the
subjective usage and the objective usage of the experimental applications. In line with
the first correlation test, we found a positive correlation for the complete data set and
both treatment groups (except for the “basic treatment” group’s service catalog usage).
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There is no correlation for the control group. As last step, we tested for a correlation
between the objective artifact usage and objective usage of the experimental
applications. Here, we found a positive correlation for the complete dataset as well as
all three experimental groups (except for the control group’s service catalog usage).

6

Discussion

The analysis of the complete data set reveals a positive correlation between the
subjective usage perceptions and the objective artifact usage. Moreover, we identified
a correlation between the subjective artifact usage and the objective experimental
applications usage. This could indicate a type II error, as the participants might not only
have assessed their artifact usage, but the overall usage of the experiment’s
applications. Therefore, we tested for a correlation between the objective artifact’s and
experimental application’s usage. Again, we found a positive correlation. The
experiment’s setup and task could explain these correlations. The participants used the
experimental applications in order to fulfill their experimental tasks and the assistance
system supported their process execution. Therefore, there is a correlation between all
four objective usage measurements. This fact could also explain the correlation between
the subjective artifact’s usage and objective usage of the experiments applications.
Based on the introspection theory [17], we assume the participants are able to assess
their artifact usage, as their cognitive artifact usage is stored in their short-term
memory. The objective usage measurements’ reliability is based on the immediacy
assumption and the eye-mind assumption [12]. Therefore, we can conclude both
measurements as reliable and confirm our hypothesis for the entire dataset.
However, the distinct analysis for the three groups reveals contradictious results.
Both treatment groups show similar results compared to the complete dataset. However,
the control group reveals a different result. There is no correlation between the
subjective and objective artifact usage. The control group participants had no
information about how to execute the ticketing process provided in their artifact. Thus,
we expected that they do not use it (cognitively) in the experiment as their artifact
contained only a blank space. Thus, we assume they have the information on “no
artifact usage” in their short-term memory. Accordingly, the control group’s
participants should not report any usage. Nevertheless, the control group reported a low
subjective artifact usage (mean value of 2.76 and 2.54).
There are some possible explanations, for example common method biases such as
the social desirability bias [14, 35]. The control group participants may had the
tendency or need to report some artifact usage in order to “present themselves in a
favorable light” [14: p. 881], despite the fact they actually did not use it. The
participants of the control group could have over-reported their usage because they
viewed this behavior as appropriate [35]. Another explanation could be the control
group participants were confused and reported their subjective usage of the
experimental applications. However, the analysis showed there is no such correlation
and therefore, we assume there was no confusion among the participants. Summed up,
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we can confirm the hypothesis for both treatment groups and reject the hypothesis for
the control group.

7

Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we present our research addressing the ongoing debate on subjective
vs. objective usage measurements. More specifically, we address experimental settings
with cognitive artifact usage, e.g. in the context of DSR projects. In our experiment, we
measure the objective usage with eye-tracking technology and the participants’ eye
fixations. Our analysis supports the assumption that subjective usage measurements are
a reliable approximation for objective usage measurements in case of laboratory
experiments with an artifact present. When testing a group with an artifact against a
group without an artifact the subjective measurements are no reliable approximation
for objective measurements according to our analysis. We conclude that researchers
could use subjective usage measurements when comparing different artifact designs. In
contrast to this, researchers should rely on objective measurements when testing the
effect of an artifact compared to a control group with no artifact.
Our research contributes by providing support for the constraint reliability of
subjective usage measurements in experimental settings discussed in the body of
knowledge. More specifically, our research results indicate the reliability of
participants’ usage perceptions of an artifact in an experimental setting in case if the
artifact is present and can be (cognitively) used by the participants. Moreover, from a
methodological point of view, we exemplary show how to measure objective cognitive
artifact usage in experimental settings, based on the immediacy assumption and the
eye-mind assumption [12]. Eye-tracking technology enables researchers to utilize the
participants’ eye fixation as a reliable indicator for their cognitive processing and thus,
represents an objective usage measurement. Researchers can apply the presented
method to assess the participants’ (cognitive) artifact usage in their experiments.
Especially experiments in the DSR context can benefit from using eye-tracking
technology to enrich the usage measurement [15] as the artifact usage is of high
importance in DSR experiments [10]. Researchers following the DSR approach can
apply the proposed objective usage measurement in their experiments aiming to gain
deeper insights into the participants’ usage of the artifact and the artifacts’ effects.
Although our research follows established methods, there are potential limitations.
We conducted the analysis with only one experimental dataset resulting in limited
generalizability. There is an ongoing debate on subjective vs objective usage
measurements and our findings add to the body of knowledge. Moreover, our study
presents a reliable method on how to assess objective measurements for cognitive
artifact usage in experimental settings. The analysis presented in this paper uses the
aggregate experimental data as our research is still in progress. As next step, we conduct
a detailed analysis of the participants’ individual usage behavior during the experiment
addressing the following activities. First, the screen recordings from the eye-tracking
software enables us to track the participants’ activities and fixations during the
experiment, code the participant’s usage behavior accordingly, and derive patterns of
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varying usage behaviors. Second, for the presented analysis, we used the total numbers
of fixations as the objective measurement. As the used eye-tracking technology
measures every 33ms the participant’s eye position on the screen, the gathered fixations
might also include fixations that occurred, because the participant is scanning the screen
(e.g. investigating the applications in the beginning). Based on reading research in
psychology, we plan to code fixation clusters with a duration of at least 200 – 300ms,
as this time is required to read and comprehend a sentence [25]. This detailed analysis
will enable us, for example, to remove the “non-usage” fixations in the experiment’s
beginning, when the participants scanned the existing applications, in order to get a
clearer picture of their actual usage behavior during the experiment. Both research
activities will extent the “richness” of our usage measurement following the
suggestions by Burton-Jones and Straub [15]. Third, we will incorporate the artifact’s
usage measurements to explain the participants’ actual performance in the experiment
and test for moderating variables such as gender, ethnicity, and users’ knowledge about
the experiments ticketing process. Especially the varying level of participants’ process
knowledge, which increased during the experiment based on the provided assistance,
might have an effect on the participants’ usage behavior. The detailed analysis of the
eye-tracker recordings will enable us to understand the participants changing usage
behavior during the experiment and gain further insights on potential learning effects
based on the provided assistance.
In addition to the outlined activities addressing our future research, there are further
opportunities. We suggest to conduct more studies on the proposed concept of cognitive
artifact usage. There is more work required on the theoretical grounding and
conceptualization of cognitive artifact usage. In addition, researchers could apply the
eye-tracking technology in their experiments to gather objective usage data and provide
more findings on the ongoing subjective vs objective usage debate.
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